Introduction
We consider the problem of existence of relaxation profiles
of a general relaxation system
in one spatial dimension, u ∈ R n , v ∈ R r , where, for some smooth v * and f , q(u, v * (u)) ≡ 0, σ(∂ v q(u, v * (u))) −θ, θ > 0, (1.4) σ(·) denoting spectrum, and
Here, we are thinking particularly of the case n bounded and r 1 arising through discretization or moment closure approximation of the Boltzmann equation or other kinetic models; that is, we seek estimates and proof independent of the dimension of v.
For fixed n, r, the existence problem has been treated in [26, 11] under the additional assumption det(A − sI) = 0 (1.6) corresponding to nondegeneracy of the traveling-wave ODE. However, as pointed out in [12, 13] , this assumption is unrealistic for large models, and in particular is not satisfied for the Boltzmann equations, for which the eigenvalues of A are constant particle speeds of all values, hence cannot be uniformly satisfied for discrete velocity or moment closure approximations. Our goal here, therefore, is to revisit the existence problem without the assumption (1.6).
The latter problem was treated in [17] for the semilinear case, which includes discrete velocity approximations of Boltzmann's equations, and for Boltzmann's equation (semilinear but infinite-dimensional) in [18] . We mention also the proof, by similar methods, of positivity of Boltzmann shock profiles in [9] and the original proof, by different methods, of existence of Boltzmann profiles in [2] . The new application here is to moment closure approximations of Boltzmann's and other kinetic equations, which are in general quasilinear.
Our main result is to show existence with sharp rates of decay and distance from the Chapman-Enskog approximation of small-amplitude quasilinear relaxation shocks in the general case that the profile ODE may become degenerate. See Sections 2 and 3 for model assumptions and description of the Chapman-Enskog approximation, and Section 4 for a statement of the main theorem. Our method of analysis, as in [17, 18] is based on Chapman-Enskog expansion and the macro-micro decomposition of [9] . The main difference in this analysis from those of the previous works is that, due to a subtle loss of derivatives, in the quasilinear case, we find it necessary to apply Nash-Moser iteration to close the analysis, whereas in the semilinear case a simple contraction-mapping argument sufficed. (See Remark 5.9 for further discussion of this point.) Indeed, we require a nonstandard, parameter-dependent, Nash-Moser iteration scheme, indexed by amplitude ε → 0, for which the linear solution operator loses not only derivatives but powers of ε. In this, we make convenient use of a general scheme developed in [23] for the treatment of such problems, which also arise in certain hyperbolic problems involving oscillatory solutions with large amplitudes or times of existence (see [23] , Section 4).
We note that spectral stability has been shown for general small-amplitude quasilinear relaxation profiles in [13] , without the assumption (1.6), under the assumption that the profile exist and satisfy exponential bounds like those of the viscous case. The results obtained here verify that assumption, completing the analysis of [13] . Existence results in the absence of condition (1.6) have been obtained in special cases in [14, 4] by quite different methods. (For example, center-manifold expansion near an assumed single degenerate point [4] . However, the decay bounds as stated, though exponential, are not sufficiently sharp with respect to ε for the needs of [13] .) -3 -
Model, assumptions, and the reduced system
Taking without loss of generality s = 0, we study the traveling-wave ODE
We make the standard assumption of symmetric-dissipativity [25] :
-There exists a smooth, symmetric and uniformly positive definite matrix S(U ) such that We make the simplifying assumption (2.6) throughout the paper. We make also the Kawashima assumption of genuine coupling [8] :
-For all equilibria U * = (u, v * (u)), there exists no eigenvector of A in the kernel of dQ(U * ). Equivalently [8] , given Assumption 2.1, there exists in a neighborhood N of the equilibrium manifold a skew symmetric K = K(U ) such that
Recall [25] that the reduced, Navier-Stokes type equations obtained by Chapman-Enskog expansions are
where, under the simplifying assumption (2.6),
For the reduced system (2.10), symmetric-dissipativity becomes:
(sd) There exists s(u) symmetric positive definite such that s df * is symmetric and sb * is symmetric positive semidefinite, with dim ker sb * = dim ker b * .
We have likewise a notion of genuine coupling [8] :
(gc) There is no eigenvector of df * in ker b * .
We note first the following important observation of [25] . Proposition 2.3 [25] . -Let (2.1) as described above be a symmetricdissipative system satisfying the genuine coupling condition (GC). Then, the reduced system (2.10) is a symmetric-dissipative system satisfying genuine coupling condition (gc).
Proof. -Assuming without loss of generality (2.6), we find that s = S 11 is a symmetrizer, since sdf * = S 11 A 11 is symmetric as already observed, and sb * = −S 11 A 12 (S 22 ∂ v q) −1 S 22 A 21 is definite with proper rank by the corresponding properties of S 22 ∂ v q together with (2.8) . Computing that (gc) is the condition that no eigenvector of A 11 lie in ker A 21 , we see that (GC) and (gc) are equivalent.
Besides the basic properties guaranteed by Lemma 2.3, we assume that the reduced system satisfies the following important additional conditions.
-5 -Assumption 2.4. -(i) The matrix b * (u) has constant left kernel, with associated eigenprojector π * onto ker b * , and (ii) The matrix a * := π * df * π * (u)| ker b * is uniformly invertible. Assumption 2.4 ensures that the zero-speed profile problem for the reduced system,
may be expressed as a nondegenerate ODE in u 2 , coordinatizing u = (u 1 , u 2 ) with u 1 = π * u and u 2 = (I − π * )u [13, 27, 5] . Next, we assume that the classical theory of weak shocks can be applied to (2.12) , assuming that the flux f * has a genuinely nonlinear eigenvalue near 0:
Assumption 2.5. -In a neighborhood U * of a given base state u 0 , df * has a simple eigenvalue α near zero, with α(u 0 ) = 0, and such that the associated hyperbolic characteristic field is genuinely nonlinear, i.e., after a choice of orientation, ∇α · r(u 0 ) < 0, where r denotes the eigendirection associated with α.
Remark 2.6. -Assumption 2.5 is standard, and is satisfied in particular for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations resulting from Chapman-Enskog approximation of the Boltzmann equation. Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 are verified in [25] for a wide variety of discrete kinetic models. 1 Assumptions 2.4 and 2.5 on the reduced equations must be checked in individual cases.
Chapman-Enskog approximation
We construct in this Section an approximate solution U CE = (u CE , v CE ) to the traveling-wave ODE (2.1) that satisfies U CE → U ± = (u ± , 0) at ±∞, under a smallness assumption for the amplitude
We work in an O(ε) neighborhood of the base state u 0 given in Assumption 2.5, in the sense that, for some C > 0,
Integrating the first equation of (2.1), we obtain
Our ansatz is
where the profiles 5) and the boundary conditions
Leading term
By (2.6), we necessarily have v 0 = 0. Taylor expanding (3.3) and neglecting O(ε 2 ) terms, we then obtain
Equation (3.7) can be solved for u 0 , u 1 satisfying (3.5) only under the polarization condition
uniformly in x. If ε is small enough, then the condition (3.2), together with simplicity (hence regularity) of the eigenvalue α given in Assumption 2.5,
uniformly in x, where Π − is the projection onto the eigendirection r(u − ) associated with α(u − ). Under (3.8), the system (3.7) becomes
Then, under the uniform polarization condition for u 1 :
where Π 0 is the projection onto r(u 0 ), we obtain the approximate viscous
with b * defined in (2.11).
First corrector
Further expanding (3.3) and neglecting O(ε 3 ) terms, we obtain a triangular system in the second corrector U 2 :
(3.14)
By the triangular structure of system (3.13), equation (3.13)(ii) can be solved for v 2 as a linear function of u 1 , with a source depending on u 0 :
(3.15) Then, equation (3.13)(i) can be solved under a compatibility condition that states that the right-hand side belongs to the image of the matrix to the left-hand side; under (3.11) and (3.14) , this condition takes the form of a differential equation in u 1 with quadratic non-linearity:
and the source u 1 depends on derivatives of the lower-order terms:
Higher-order terms
By induction, we can continue this process of Chapman-Enskog expansion to all orders, and, for k 2, under the polarization conditions
for the higher-order corrector is the linearization at (u 1 , 0) of equation (3.16) for the first-order corrector, whereas in typical Chapman-Enskog expansions [3] , the equation for the first corrector is linear, being the linearization of the equation for the leading term.
Existence and decay bounds
Small amplitude shock profiles solutions of (3.12) are constructed using the center manifold analysis of [20] under conditions (i)-(ii) of Assumption 2.4; see discussion in [14] .
-Under Assumptions 2.4 and 2.5, in a neighborhood of (u 0 , u 0 ) ∈ R n × R n , there is a smooth manifold S of dimension n passing through (u 0 , u 0 ), such that for (u − , u + ) ∈ S with amplitude ε := |u + −u − | > 0 sufficiently small, and direction (u + − u − )/ε sufficiently close to r(u 0 ), the zero speed shock profile equation (3.12) has a unique (up to translation) solution u 0 in the neighborhood U * of u 0 introduced in Assumption 2.5, with u 0 satisfying (3.9), and, for k 1, the corrector equations (3.16), (3.18)(i), have unique (up to translation) solutions u k in U * satisfying (3.11) and (3.17) .
Moreover, there is θ > 0 and for all k, k , there is C k,k > 0, independent of (u − , u + ) and ε, such that
and, for k 1,
The shock profile u 0 is necessarily of Lax type: i.e., with dimensions of the unstable subspace of df * (u − ) and the stable subspace of df * (u + ) summing to one plus the dimension of u, that is n + 1. We denote by S + the set of (u − , u + ) ∈ S with amplitude ε := |u + − u − | > 0 sufficiently small and direction (u + − u − )/ε sufficiently close to r(u 0 ) such that the profile U CE exists. Given (u − , u + ) ∈ S + , with associated profiles u 0 , . . . u N , given in Proposition 3.2, we define v 1 , . . . v N by (3.10)(ii), (3.15), (3.18)(ii), and
It is an approximate solution of (3.3) in the following sense:
satisfies, for k 0, 
Statement of the main theorem
We are now ready to state the main result. Define a base state U 0 = (u 0 , 0) and a neighborhood U = U * × V. 
-10 -
where U CE is the approximating Chapman-Enskog profile defined in (3.21), and C k , C k,N are independent of ε. Moreover, up to translation, this solution is unique within a ball of radius cε about U CE in norm
for c > 0 sufficiently small. Bounds (4.1) show that (i) the behavior of profiles is indeed well-described by the Navier-Stokes approximation, and (ii) profiles indeed satisfy the exponential decay rates required for the proof of spectral stability in [13] . From the second observation, we obtain immediately from the results of [13] the following stability result. Proof. -In [13] , under the same structural conditions assumed here, it was shown that small-amplitude profiles of general quasilinear relaxation systems are spectrally stable, provided that
where r(u 0 ) as defined in Theorem 4.1 is the eigenvector of df * at base point U 0 in the principal direction of the shock. These conditions are readily verified using (4.1).
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof

Linear and nonlinear perturbation equations
Defining the perturbation variable U :
.
(5.1) Formally linearizing Φ ε about a background profile U , we obtain
The associated linearized equation for a given forcing term
h = (h 1 , h 2 ) is (Φ ε ) (U )U = h. (5.3)
Functional analytic setting
The coefficients and the error term R from Corollary 3.3 are smooth functions of U CE and its derivatives, so behave like smooth functions of εx. Thus, it is natural to solve the equations in spaces which reflect this scaling.
We observe that
in one space dimension, for s ∈ N. We do not introduce explicitly the change of variablesx = εx, but introduce exponentially weighted norms which correspond to usual weighted H s norms in thex variable: for s ∈ N and δ 0, we let, in accordance with (5.4), In particular, the Chapman-Enskog approximate solution of Section 3 satisfies, by (3.19) and (3.20) ,
where the constants C j > 0, C j,s > 0 do not depend on ε, for all s ∈ N. The proof of this proposition is carried out in Sections 5.4-5.6. Once it is established, existence and uniqueness follow by Theorems A. 4 
Nash Moser iteration scheme
and A.5 from [23]:
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (Existence). -The profiles U CE exist if ε is small enough, by Proposition 3.2. By Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2, we can apply Theorem A.4, and thus obtain existence of a solution U ε of (5.1) with |U ε | Es+1 Cε N . DefiningŪ ε := U CE + U ε , and noting by Sobolev embedding that |h| Es+1 controls |e δε(1+|·|) 1/2 h| L ∞ , we obtain the result.
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (Uniqueness). -Applying Theorem A.5 for s 0 = 3, γ 0 = 0, γ = 1, k = 3, r = 1, r = 0, we obtain uniqueness in a ball of radius c 0 ε in · ε,0,4 , c 0 > 0 sufficiently small, under the additional phase condition (A.29). We obtain unconditional uniqueness from this weaker version by the observation that phase condition (A.29) may be achieved for any solution (1))|Ū | ∼ ε 2 and so (by the Implicit Function Theorem applied to h(a) := ε −2 φ, U a , together with the fact that φ, U 0 = o(ε) and that φ,Ū NS ∼ |Ū NS | ∼ ε 2 ) the inner product φ, U a , hence also ΠU a may be set to zero by appropriate choice of a = o(ε −1 ) leaving U a in the same o(ε) neighborhood, by the computation
It remains to prove existence of the linearized solution operator and the linearized bounds of Assumption A.2, which tasks will be the work of the rest of the paper. We concentrate first on estimates, Sections 5.4 and 5.5, and mention next, in Section 5.6, how to prove existence using a viscosity method.
Internal and high frequency estimates
We begin by establishing a priori estimates on solutions of the equation (5.3 ). This will be done in two stages. In the first stage, carried out in this section, we establish energy estimates showing that "microscopic", or "internal", variables consisting of v and derivatives of (u, v) are controlled by and small with respect to the "macroscopic", or "fluid" variable, u. In the second stage, carried out in Section 5.5, we estimate the macroscopic variable u by Chapman-Enskog approximation combined with finite-dimensional ODE techniques such as have been used in the study of fluid-dynamical shocks [16, 15, 22, 27] .
The basic H 1 estimate
Let s ∈ N, and some background profile U ∈ H s . We consider equation (5.3), and its differentiated form: 
where C = A, Q, K, the matrix K being the Kawashima multiplier (a smooth function of A). In (5.8) , the constants c j depend on |∂ j x (U CE + U )| L ∞ , for 0 j j, while, by the classical Moser's inequality, the constants C k depend on |U CE + U | L ∞ .
We give in the following Proposition an estimate for the internal variables U = (u , v ) and v. 
(5.13)
Proof. -Introduce the symmetrizer
where λ ∈ R. We bound the (real) L 2 scalar product (Sh, U ) L 2 from above and from below. If M is a differential operator, we note that (Mu, u) L 2 = ( Mu, u) L 2 , where M is defined as in (2.5), M * denoting here the adjoint operator of M. Using only the symmetry ofÃ, we find
Therefore, if U ∈ H 2 (R) solves (5.10), then (5.12) implies that
Note that we used an L 2 bound, and not an L ∞ bound, for the termb which contains the largest number of derivatives of the background U CE +U . In the above lower bound, all the terms with a minus sign have small prefactors, by (5.8), except the term Q 22 v L 2 U L 2 . We handle this term by Young's product inequality:
and this implies that for some λ, depending on c, K L ∞ and Q 22 L ∞ , the above upper bound can be absorbed in c( U 2 L 2 + λ v L 2 ). Using (5.8) together with the assumed bound on U , which implies b L 2 Cε 5/2 , and using the bound
we obtain
In the opposite direction,
where C 1 depends on the L ∞ norm of U CE + U , and where we integrated by parts the term (h 1 , S 11 u) L 2 in order to convert the "fluid" variable u into a "microscopic" variable u , up to an error that depends only on one derivative of the coefficients. The estimate (5.13) follows provided that ε is small enough. This proves the lemma under the additional assumption that U ∈ H 2 . When U ∈ H 1 , the estimates follows using Friedrichs mollifiers.
Proof.
-[Proof of Proposition 5.3] We use Lemma 5.4 for ε 1/2 e δε x U, which solves (5.10) with the source term
from which (5.9) follows.
Higher order estimates
Proposition 5.5. -For k 1, for come C > 0, for ε and δ small enough, given h ∈ F k+1 , if U ∈ H k satisfies (5.10) with |U | E2 ε, there holds
Proof. -Differentiating (5.10) k times, we obtaiñ
where
Note that in the case k = 1, the source r 1 in (5.15) does not have the structure of the source term in (5.10) . It is however straightforward to adapt the proof of Proposition 5.3 to (5.15) with k = 1, by the bound 
in which there is no r k term by the reason indicated above. Thus we are led to estimate terms
(5.17) in whichC =Ã,Q,b, and β = 1 ifC =Ã, β = 0 otherwise. We handle these terms as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, by bounding the coefficients in L ∞ , save for the term with the largest numbers of derivatives of the coefficients, namely (∂ k xC )(∂ β x U ), (∂ k+1 xC )∂ β x U, which we bound by taking the L 2 norm of the coefficients and the L ∞ norm of ∂ β x U, and obtain (5.14).
Linearized Chapman-Enskog estimate
It remains only to estimate the weighted L 2 norm |u| E0 in order to close the estimates and establish the bound claimed in Proposition (5.2) . To this end, we work with the first equation in (5.3) and estimate it by comparison with the Chapman-Enskog approximation of Section 3.
The linearized profile equation
From the second equation in (5.3) , in which, by (5.8) 
Introducing now (5.18) in the first equation of (5.3), we obtain the linearized profile equation
where h depends on the source h and on v , but not on v nor on u :
L 2 estimates and proof of the main estimates
Introduce the notation
Then (5.19) takes the form
We estimate the solution of (5.20) by the following: for certain unit vector ε .
Proof. -Standard asymptotic ODE techniques, using the gap and reduction lemmas of [16, 13, 22] , where the assumption U E4 Cε gives the needed control on coefficients; see the proof of Proposition 7.1, [17] . Remark 5.9. -The loss of derivative onŨ comes from the conservative form of the linearized equations, through the microscopic energy estimates on the solution. A similar loss in derivative may be seen in the resolvent equation for linear hyperbolic equations in conservative form, λU + (A(Ũ )u) = f ; see [23] for further discussion. We could avoid this by writing the differentiated equations in quasilinear form, but this would prevent us from integrating back to carry out linearized Chapman-Enskog estimates. That is, the loss of derivatives is due to a subtle incompatibility between the integrated form needed for linearized Chapman-Enskog estimates and the nonconservative (quasilinear) form needed for optimal energy estimates with no loss of derivative.
Existence for the linearized problem
To complete the proof of Proposition 5.2, it remains to demonstrate existence for the linearized problem. This can be carried out as in [17] by the vanishing viscosity method, with viscosity coefficient η > 0, obtaining existence for each positive η by standard boundary-value theory, and noting that our previous A Priori bounds (5.28 ) persist under regularization for sufficiently small viscosity η > 0, so that we can obtain a weak solution in the limit by extracting a weakly convergent subsequence. We omit these details, referring the reader to Section 8, [17] . The asserted estimates then follow in the limit by continuity.
A. A Nash-Moser Theorem with losses
We give in this appendix the parameter-dependent Nash-Moser theory developed in [23] . The main novelty of this treatment is to allow losses of powers of the parameter ε → 0 in the linearized solution operator. For a proof of this result, see [23] ; for a more general discussion of Nash-Moser iteration methods, see [6, 1, 24] , and references therein.
Consider two families of Banach spaces {E s , | · | Es } s∈R , {F s , | · | Fs } s∈R , where the norms | · | Es and | · | Fs may be ε-dependent, as in our application here, and a family of equations Φ ε (u ε ) = 0, u ε ∈ E s , indexed by ε ∈ (0, 1), where for all ε, Φ ε ∈ C 2 (E s , F s−1 ), for all s s, and somes ∈R.
We assume (i) for s s , the embeddings E s → E s , F s → F s , hold, with | · | Es | · | E s , | · | Fs | · | F s , (ii) the interpolation property | · | Es+σ | · | (σ −σ)/σ Es | · | σ/σ E s+σ , for 0 < σ < σ , and (iii) the existence of a family of regularizing operators S θ : E s → E s , for θ > 0, such that for all s s, , |S θ u − u| Es θ s−s |u| E s , and |S θ u| E s θ s −s |u| Es . (In Sobolev spaces, we can take S θ to be high-frequency truncations.) Assumption A.1. -For some s 0 ∈ R, some γ 0 0, for all s such that s 0 + 1 s + 1 s, for all u, v, w ∈ E s+1 , |Φ ε (u)| Fs C 0 (1 + |u| Es+1 + |u| Es 0 +1 |u| Es ), |(Φ ε ) (u) · v| Fs C 0 (|v| Es+1 + |v| Es 0 +1 |u| Es+1 ), |(Φ ε ) (u) · (v, w)| Fs C 0 |v| Es 0 +1 |w| Es+1 + |v| Es+1 |w| Es 0 +1 + |u| Es+1 |v| Es 0 +1 |w| Es 0 +1
where C 0 = C 0 (ε, |u| Es 0 +1 ) satisfies sup ε sup |u| E s 0 +1 ε γ 0 C 0 < +∞. for some k and s satisfying max(2, 1 + γ 0 , 1 + γ) < k, C(k) s − s 0 − 1, where C(k) is a certain positive function (see [23] ) and s ∈ [s 0 +1,s−C(k)].
Theorem A.4 (Existence). -Under Assumptions A.1, A.2 and A.3, for ε small enough, there exists a real sequence θ ε j , satisfying θ ε j → +∞ as j → +∞ and ε is held fixed, such that the sequence u ε 0 := 0, u ε j+1 := u ε j + S θ ε j v ε j , v ε j := −Ψ ε (u ε j )Φ ε (u ε j ), is well defined and converges, as j → ∞ and ε is held fixed, to a solution u ε of Φ ε (u ε ) = 0, in s + 1 norm, which satisfies the bound |u ε | s ε k−1 .
